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Attendance/Reading Quiz!



Reading quiz

Repetition, contrast, and variation are the basic elements of form and 
are only found in classical music.

a) True

b) False



Reading quiz

Mozart’s older sister was an even more famous musician than he was.

a) True

b) False



Reading quiz

All opera is serious.

a) True

b) False



Reading quiz

What was the most interesting or surprising thing you learned from the 
reading(s) this week?



Reading quiz

Which of the following activities did Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart do in 
his professional career? Circle all that apply.

a) Compose music, including operas, string quartets, sonatas, 
concertos, and symphonies

b) Perform on the piano

c) Teach piano lessons

d) Publish a treatise on violin playing



Form

Twinkle, twinkle 
little star
How I wonder 
what you are!

Up above the 
world so high

Like a 
diamond in 
the sky

Twinkle, twinkle 
little star
How I wonder 
what you are!

A AB



Form

• Significant changes in melody, harmony (mood), and texture indicate 
new sections of a form

Melody (2x)

Same melody, 
new 

instrumentation  
(2x)

Contrasting 
melody, register, 

texture (2x)

First melody (2x), 
emphatic ending

A B A

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, The 
Nutcracker, Trepak (1892)



Form

Anonymous, Kyrie eleison

A BA A B B



Antonio Vivaldi, Violin Concerto in E Major, La Primavera, Op. 8 No. 1, I. 
Allegro (1725)

• Ritornare (Italian)  – to return

• Ritornello – a block or chunk of music played by the tutti that returns 
throughout a concerto movement

Form

A A B B

forte piano forte piano



Form
• Form is a paradigm (convention or pattern) that is effective and has persisted 

through time

• We internalize forms that we hear often – we (unconsciously) expect 
them

• Different sections of music are differentiated by the presence of 
simultaneous changes in multiple musical features (melody, rhythm, 
dynamics, tempo, texture, harmony, and instrumentation)

• One way to listen for form: focus on one musical feature and notice how 
it changes (or doesn’t change!) as a piece unfolds

• Repetition, contrast, variation

• Each section produces a different effect on the listener because of its 
different musical features and place within the form



Similar to the chorus 
(foreshadowing!)

Form: noticing changes in musical sounds

Instruments only 
Anticipating quality

Vocals
Telling a story

Catchy, memorable, 
emotional peak
Fuller, richer sound
The “hook”

Same melody and texture
New words

Contrasting section –
different texture

Identical 
(repetition)

Repetition 
adds finality/ 
closure

Delays the 
last chorus

1 3 5 7

2 4 6

ChorusBridgeChorusVerseChorusVerseIntro



Introduction to musicology, continued

What can a piece of music tell us?
• Values, personal identity, gender roles, affluence, society and social 

relationships

All music has value – if something seems boring or meaningless, it’s 
because you haven’t asked the right questions yet

• What does it tell you about yourself: your values, your prejudices, your 
experiences?

• What can it tell you about the person who made it: their skills, their interests, 
their status?

• What can it tell you about the world in which it was made: technology, social 
roles, aesthetics, philosophy, economics?



Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-91), Die 
Zauberflöte, K.620 (1791), “Der Hölle Rache kocht 
in meinem Herzen”

Diana Damrau (b. 1971), soprano

The vengeance of hell boils in my 
heart;
Death and despair blaze around me!
If not by thee Sarastro feels the pains 
of death
Then you will be my daughter 
nevermore.

Outcast be forever,
Forsaken be forever,
Shattered be forever
All the bonds of nature

If not by thee Sarastro turns pale [in 
death]!
Hear ye, hear ye, hear ye, gods of 
vengeance, hear the mother's oath!

Soprano



Georges Bizet (1838-75), Carmen
(1875), “L’amour est un oiseau rebelle”

Elīna Garanča (b. 1976), mezzo-soprano (Carmen)

Mezzo-
soprano



Giuseppe Verdi (1813-1901), Rigoletto
(1851), “La donna è mobile”

Luciano Pavarotti (1935-2007), tenor

Woman is fickle like a 
feather in the wind, 
she changes her words 
and her thoughts. 
Always lovable, and a 
lovely face, weeping or 
laughing, is lying.

The man’s always 
wretched who 
believes in her, who 
recklessly entrusts his 
heart to her! And yet 
one who never drinks 
love on that breast 
never feels entirely 
happy!

Tenor

Bel canto (style of singing), means “well sung” 
and was the standard style in 19th century 
Italian opera. The ideal vocal timbre is round 
and smooth at all times.



Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II, 
Show Boat (1927), “Ol’ Man River”

Paul Robeson (1898-1976), bass

Ol’ man river
Dat ol’ man river
He mus’ know sumpin’
But don’t say nuthin’
He just keeps rollin’ 
He keeps on rollin’ along

He don’ plant taters,
He don’ plant cotton,
An’ dem dat plants ‘em
Is soon forgotten,
But ol’ man river,
He just keeps rollin’ along.

You an’ me, we sweat an’ strain
Body all achin’ an’ racked wid pain.
Tote dat barge!
Lift that bale!
Ya get a little drunk 
An’ ya lands in jail.

I get weary
An’ sick of tryin’
I’m tired of livin’
And scared of dyin’
But ol’ man river,
He jus keeps rollin’ along.

Bass



Opera
• Secular

• Originated during the 17th century as a way to 
add magnificence to royal and noble events
• Adding music to plays (example: masques in 

England)

• Singing is dramatic and takes great skill

• The first opera theater open to paying customers 
appeared in Venice, Italy, in 1637

• Social event: eating, talking, drinking, visiting

• Singing and orchestral accompaniment together 
imitate spoken language, sensations, and 
emotions

• A staged genre: acting, costumes, props, set 
design 
• Librettist – writes the words of the opera

• Composer – writes the music

Margrave’s Opera Theater, 
Bayreuth 1879



Henry Purcell (1659-1695), Dido and Aeneas
(1689)

• Based on Virgil’s The Aeneid
(29-19 BC)

Giovanni Barbieri (1591-1666), The Death of Dido



Henry Purcell (1659-95), Dido and Aeneas, 
Act III opening (1689)

Royal Opera House, May 15, 2009 – Christopher Hogwood, (conductor), Ji-Min Park 
(sailor), Wayne McGregor (choreographer)

Come away fellow 
sailors, come away,

Your anchors be 
weighing;

Time and tide will admit 
no delaying;

Take a boozy short leave 
of your nymphs on the 
shore,

And silence their 
mourning with vows of 
returning,

Tho’ never intending to 
visit them more.



Opera: dramatic stories and human emotions

• Operas take small moments and blow them up to large proportions

• It takes longer to sing words than speak them, so the music physically 
takes a long time to be heard

• Repeating melodies and adding dancing can make a scene even 
longer, which means that the emotional mood persists



Singing styles and purposes

Aria Recitative



R. Kelly – Trapped in the Closet, chapter 1 
(2005)



Singing styles and purposes

Aria

• Emotional outpouring

• Repetitive text and melody

• Singer’s vocal technique and 
ability are put on display

• Many harmony changes 
(demonstrating the nuances of 
the singer’s emotion)

• Full orchestra accompaniment

Recitative

• Depicts characters’ thoughts, plans, 
and dialogue

• Advances the plot

• Little to no text repetition

• Unpredictable and forgettable 
melody

• Few harmony changes

• Minimal instrumental 
accompaniment



Don Giovanni

Donna Anna Don Ottavio

Donna Elvira

Leporello

Zerlina Masetto

Il Commendatore Engaged

Getting married

Mezzo soprano
Still loves Don Giovanni

Soprano
Peasant, naive

Baritone
Womanizer, hedonist

Bass
Don Giovanni’s Servant 

Bass
Peasant

Soprano Tenor

Bass
Donna Anna’s father

Killed by Don Giovanni

W. A. Mozart, Don Giovanni, K.527 (1787)



Teatro Regio in Turin, 
Italy (1740)



Homework and reminders

• Weekly reading is available on the website (musical analysis, music 
with words, and a review of harmony)

• Online Discussion #5 this week (ends Sunday): Music and disabilities

• Online Discussion #6, March 5-11

• Course Intro Essay final draft with revision reflection due in class 
March 7

• Midterm exam is in 2 weeks – listening-based, some vocab/concepts

• Looking ahead – all prompts are available online:
• Student Blog Post
• Concert Response Essay

• Have a great weekend!



End quiz

1. Arrange these four voice types in order from highest to lowest: alto, 
bass, soprano, tenor.

2. How are the verse and chorus of a pop song form different?

3. Which of the following kinds of music in an opera includes 
characters’ dialogue, advances the plot, and reveals what a character is 
thinking or planning?

a) Aria b) Overture c) Recitative 


